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Abstract: To meet the increasingly diversified demand of customers, more mixed-flow shops are
employed. The flexibility of mixed-flow shops increases the difficulty of scheduling. In this paper,
a mixed-flow shop scheduling approach (MFSS) is proposed to minimise the energy consumption
and tardiness fine (TF) of production with a special focus on non-processing energy (NPE) reduction.
The proposed approach consists of two parts: firstly, a mathematic model is developed to describe
how NPE and TF can be determined with a specific schedule; then, a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm with multi-chromosomes (MCEAs) is developed to obtain the optimal solutions considering
the NPE-TF trade-offs. A deterministic search method with boundary (DSB) and a non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) are employed to validate the developed MCEA. Finally, a case
study on an extrusion die mixed-flow shop is performed to demonstrate the proposed approach in
industrial practice. Compared with three traditional scheduling approaches, the better performance
of the MFSS in terms of computational time and solution quality could be demonstrated.

Keywords: energy consumption; scheduling approach; mixed-flow shop; multi-objective optimisation;
tardiness fine

1. Introduction

Manufacturing accounts for about 25% of global energy consumption [1]. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) reports that 90% of the processing electricity in industries was consumed by
manufacturing [2]. Energy-efficient manufacturing, which can be implemented through production
facility improvements, has been encouraged [3] but this increases the financial burden to build or
purchase new facilities. Scheduling has been approved to be an effective and economic tool to reduce
the manufacturing energy consumption of production facilities (MEPF) [4].

MEPF can be divided into the non-processing energy (NPE) and processing energy (PE)
consumption of production facilities. NPE represents the energy consumption of production facilities
during the non-processing phase and it is the integral of idle power over the relevant idle time [5].
PE represents the energy consumption of production facilities during the processing phase, which is
associated with the processing power and processing time of the facilities. Research indicates that the
non-processing power reaches up to 30% of the processing power [6]. However, the processing time
of production facilities is normally shorter than their non-processing time. For example, Wiendahl
investigated six industries and found that the processing time only accounted for 15% of the total
manufacturing time [7]. Therefore, the NPE can be large.

Scheduling has been proven to be crucial in manufacturing and it plays an important role for
companies to meet due dates committed to by customers [8]. Meanwhile, the existing literature
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suggests that the NPE can be effectively reduced by scheduling at the production plan stage in
job shops [9] and in flow shop environments [10], while application scenarios in mixed-flow shop
environment are limited.

The mixed-flow shop environment is critical to quickly respond to the diversified demand of
customers in today’s manufacturing, such as an extrusion die workshop. Compared with the traditional
flow shop, the jobs in mixed-flow shops have standard as well as customised processes. A standard
process is defined as a process with the same operations among multiple jobs in which all the jobs
need to be executed on the machines with the same route during the standard process. A customised
process is defined as the specific operations of jobs, operations that are applied for processing the
personalised parts of the products. For the extrusion die making industry, the diversification is obvious,
therefore, building a mixed-flow shop environment is necessary. Extrusion dies are customised for
various Aluminium profiles. Different dies share some standard processes, such as cylindrical turning,
end milling, and other basic processing, while the manufacturing of customised holes in dies is diverse.
Furthermore, a real-operating extrusion die workshop needs to produce more than thirty thousand
types of dies in one year, while the daily average yield is only seventy. The current productivity cannot
meet the requirement and the tardiness fine (TF) is severe. The TF is the compensation (financial
or other forms) to clients caused by the tardiness and the amount of compensation per unit time is
based on the contracts. Besides, the idle machines are common in workshops. Scheduling has been
proven to be an effective method to guarantee punctual deliveries [11] and reduce the NPE consumed
by machines while waiting for jobs [12]. To minimise the NPE and TF in a mixed-flow shop, this
paper formulates a multi-objective optimisation problem and proposes a mixed-flow shop scheduling
approach (MFSS) to solve it. The MFSS is a scheduling approach aimed at minimising the NPE and TF,
and it contains two parts: a mathematic model describing how the NPE and TF are influenced by a
specific schedule, and a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with multi-chromosomes (MCEAs) to
obtain the optimal solutions considering the NPE-TF trade-offs.

When employing a scheduling approach to optimise the NPE and TF in mixed-flow shops, there
are several difficulties: (1) the process routes can be different, thus, uncertainties for production
facilities exist when selecting the next job to process with considerations toward the NPE and TF; (2)
the job sequence on each facility can be different, thus, the computation scale is larger than that of a
typical flow shop with the same amount of jobs and machines; (3) a trade-off between the NPE and TF
should be considered because there exists a conflict between the NPE and TF. For example, when the
tardiness fine is minimised, the NPE of the production facilities may increase due to the continuous
running of the machines to ensure production readiness. The proposed approach to address the above
difficulties is the main contribution of this paper.

NPE is first characterised in the mixed-flow shop environment and its relationship with TF is then
analysed. The relationship between the scheduling scheme and the TF and NPE are reflected, and then
a TF–NPE bi-objective optimisation model is developed. The bi-objective optimisation in this research
is to achieve optimal trade-offs in completing a production task by properly scheduling the jobs.
The MCEA is proposed to search for the Pareto optimum. An optimal solution represents a scheduling
scheme that results in the optimal trade-offs between the two objectives. Through a case study, the
developed models and optimisation approaches are demonstrated, compared, and discussed.

In the remainder of this paper, the literature review is presented in the following section.
The description of the research problem and the bi-objective model are given in Section 3. In Section 4,
the working procedure of the MCEA for solving this optimisation problem is described. A case study
is conducted to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of the developed approach in Section 5.
Finally, a brief summary and future works are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

An increasing amount of energy-aware scheduling research has been conducted intensively in
the recent twenty years, from which four typical scenarios can be found: the single machine, parallel
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machine, flow shop, and job shop scenarios. In single machine scheduling, Mehmet et al. provided a
methodology for decision-makers to choose the most efficient scheduling with the appropriate energy
consumption of a single machine and an efficient genetic algorithm was developed [13]. Shrouf et al.
presented a scheduling method to minimise the energy consumption costs whilst considering the
variable energy prices during the day [14]. Yin et al. reduced the total earliness/tardiness cost and
energy consumption of a single machine by controlling the processing times and turn off/on [15].
In parallel machines scheduling, Zhantao Li considered the unrelated parallel scheduling problem
in the background of big data, with the total tardiness and energy consumption as two objectives.
Ten heuristic algorithms were developed to solve the mathematic model, and their performance was
tested by designing computational experiments [16]. Moon et al. [17] developed a method to optimise
both the makespan of production and time-dependent energy costs of the unrelated parallel machine.
Ding et al. [18] studied the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem in a time-of-use pricing
scheme, aiming to minimise the total electricity cost. However, the energy-aware scheduling research
on a single machine and parallel machines is not sufficient to solve the problem of mixed-flow shops
because the NPE of a machine is affected by other machines in its involved processes. In the mixed-flow
shop, jobs and machines should be considered systematically.

For flow shop and job shop scheduling, a large amount of multi-objective optimisation research
can be referred to. Lu et al. formulated a mathematic model concerning the transportation and
sequence-dependent setup stage and proposed a hybrid multi-objective backtracking search algorithm
to solve the model [10]. Zhang et al. proposed a time-indexed integer programming formulation to
optimise the electricity cost and the CO2 emissions at the same time [19]. Liu et al. developed a model
that minimises the total non-processing energy consumption and total weighted tardiness in a job shop,
and the turn off/on strategy was employed as an energy saving approach [20]. Zhang et al. solved the
bi-objective, total weighted tardiness, and energy consumption in the job shop scheduling problem
with a multi-objective genetic algorithm including the local improvement strategies and compared
its performance to that of NSGA-II [21]. Chen et al. studied the energy consumption reduction in
Bernoulli serial lines with finite buffers and machines through the effective scheduling of machine
startups and shutdowns [4].

The actual production is not limited to traditional job shops or flow shops. Energy-aware
scheduling research is carried out in more complex production scenarios. Tang et al. and Dai et al.
modified the particle swarm optimisation algorithm and genetic-simulated annealing algorithm to
get the optimal schedule in flexible flow shops [22,23]. Li et al. proposed a scheduling approach
based on Petri net models and a genetic algorithm to reduce the total energy consumption in flexible
manufacturing systems [24]. Mouzon et al. investigated the impact of dispatching rules on reducing
the energy consumption of manufacturing equipment [25]. Zhang et al. presented a novel approach of
dynamic rescheduling in flexible manufacturing systems, concerned with energy consumption and
schedule efficiency [26]. Liu et al. introduced a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model for
the hybrid flow shop scheduling problem by minimising the energy consumption and setting up a
constraint to require all the jobs to be delivered on time, though this constraint can sometimes not be
satisfied in practical production [27]. Tong et al. and Li et al. analysed the production characteristics
of forging shops and welding shops, respectively, and put forward corresponding energy-saving
scheduling schemes [28,29]. As in the aforementioned study in complex production scenarios, energy
consumption can be reduced observably by the schedule. However, the models or algorithms of one
scheduling approach cannot be universally applied to other types of scenarios.

According to the literature reviewed, energy-aware scheduling research in various scenarios
has been conducted. While the research on diversified customised production scenarios is rarely
considered, Zhou et al. described the characteristics of multi-varieties and the small-batch production
scheduling mode and proposed an improved genetic annealing algorithm to shorten the production
cycle, maximise the resource utilization rate, etc. [30]. Huang et al. designed a polynomial-time
dynamic programming algorithm to minimise the makespan in a flow shop for mass customization [31].
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Wang et al. established a Petri net based real-time model for hybrid flow shops to satisfy the small-batch
customised production [32]. Huang et al. discussed the re-scheduling problems of a mixed-line flow
shop and a drum-buffer-rope technique is applied to minimise the longest tardiness for the customers’
orders [33]. The research articles above studied the scheduling problem in customised production
scenarios with some of them being the mixed-flow shop scenario. However, the makespan and resource
allocation are the main objectives and energy consumption is rarely concerned.

Based on the above discussion, the energy-aware scheduling research in mixed-flow shops is
limited and the existing scheduling approaches in the other types of workshops cannot be applied in
this environment because each scenario has its own features, including mixed-flow shop scenarios.
These features should be taken into consideration when proposing a scheduling approach. In a
mixed-flow shop, both standard processes and customised processes exist among the jobs’ routes.
As a result, the scheduling models and algorithms in a mixed-flow shop are more complex than in a
traditional flow shop. To bridge such a gap, a scheduling approach specifically for the mixed-flow
shop to minimise TF and NPE is introduced in the following sections.

3. Problem Statement

The problem addressed in this paper is a mixed-flow shop scheduling problem with NPE and TF
objectives. In this scenario, n jobs

{
Jp
}n

p=1 are to be processed on m machines {Mk}m
k=1 in sequence and

a job contains a batch of the same workpieces. Each job Jp has an established process route
{

Oj
p

}
. Oj

p is

equal to k in number and all the jobs flow according to the ascending machine numbers. tk
p denotes

the processing time of Jp on Mk. Each job has a release time rp and a due date dp. In manufacturing,
a feasible job sequence Sk =

{
Jki

}rk
i=1 will be arranged on Mk, where Jki

is the i-th job processed on Mk
and rk is the total number of jobs using Mk. In addition, the jobs in

{
Jki

}
have a one-to-one relationship

with those jobs to be processed on Mk. An example of the directed graph of a mixed-flow shop is
illustrated in Figure 1. The idle time and NPE vary along with the scheduling approaches for the jobs’
processing time. Therefore, the key issue is to find the job permutation strategy for each machine that
minimises the NPE as well as TF.
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NPE is the integration of the machines’ idle power in their idle time, respectively. To reduce
the NPE, an optimal job sequence can be adopted, and this planned schedule should ensure the due
dates of all jobs. However, the relationship between minimising NPE and ensuring the due date is not
positive. In other words, a conflict exists between them. The following scheduling situation is taken as
an example (see Figure 2). When J5 on M3 and M4 is arranged to B, the other jobs’ arrangements are
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not affected. The TF of other jobs and the NPE of M1, M2, and M5 are unchanged while the replaced
job’s TF decreases and the NPE values of M3 and M4 increase. As a result, the total TF decreases and
the NPE rises.
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Hence, a multi-object mathematic model to get an optimal schedule strategy is developed.
The assumptions are as follows:

(1) All the machines run from the first workpiece and come without the priority among the jobs;
(2) The release time of jobs is the same;
(3) One machine is able to process one workpiece simultaneously;
(4) All processes are non-preemptive and no machine needs to be used twice for one job;
(5) The processing time of each job is generated as a statistical average value;

The process route, processing time, release time, and due date of each job and the idle power of
the machines are given. Only when a job is completed before the due date is the order considered to be
completed punctually without paying a tardiness fine. The value of the tardiness fine per unit time has
been determined by the contracts.

The multi-objective model aims to find the most energy-saving scheduling scheme of jobs with
the minimum overdue fine. The multi-objective model Multi aims to minimise the NPE and TF at the
same time:

Multi = Minimise{TF(s), NPE(s)} (1)

The model has two parts. One part is the NPE model. NPE can be minimised by shortening the
non-processing time of the machines caused by queuing. The non-processing time is the idle time
when the previous job on a machine has finished and the next job has yet arrived. The other part is the
TF model. The total TF is a sum of fines in all considered jobs, which is affected by the job makespan,
due date, and penalty mechanism.

For n jobs
{

Jp
}n

p=1 to be processed on m machines, {Mk}m
k=1 in a mixed-flow shop, the job

sequence Sk on each Mk cannot be the same. Given a feasible scheduling scheme s, the total TF of all
jobs in this scheduling can be calculated as

TF(s) =
n

∑
p=1

Tp × Fp (2)

where Tp and Fp are the tardiness time and tardiness fine per unit time of Jp, respectively. The total
NPE of all machines can be calculated as

NPE(s) =
m

∑
k=1

Pidle
k × tidle

k (3)

where Pidle
k is the idle power of machine Mk, and tidle

k is the total idle time on it.
The detailed mathematic models are shown in the appendix. To achieve the optimal scheduling

schemes of minimising the TF and NPE with the model, a feasible algorithm needs to be adopted.
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4. Multi-Objective Optimisation

To obtain the optimal job sequence, heuristic or deterministic algorithms can be employed to
solve the model. The global optima can be acquired by the deterministic algorithm. However,
its computation burden is heavy. Although heuristic algorithms can find a feasible sequence within a
short time, it normally traps the sequence into the local optimum. To obtain a high-quality solution
within a tolerant computation time, a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with multi-chromosomes
(MCEsA) is proposed. Besides, a deterministic search method with boundaries is used to validate the
accuracy of the MCEA.

MCEA is designed based on a genetic algorithm, which is a robust meta-heuristic that imitates
the process of natural selection. As stated in the aforementioned problem, the job sequence and the
job quantity to be processed on each machine are different. To code the scheduling scheme feasibly,
a two-dimensional array is proposed as an individual. Each row vector, regarded as a chromosome,
represents a job processing sequence on a machine. One individual represents a feasible scheduling
scheme s and can be expressed as follows:

Individual :



[
J11 , J12 , J13 , . . . J1v , . . . J1r(1)

][
J21 , J22 , J23 , . . . J2v , . . . J2r(2)

]
. . .[

Jk1 , Jk2 , Jk3 , . . . Jkv , . . . Jkr(k)

]


(4)

where Jkv , regarded as a gene, denotes the v-th job processed on Mk. r(k) is the total amount of jobs on
the machine. The flow chart of MCEA is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The flowchart of the MCEA.

First, the chromosome’s coding method and fitness function should be given. In the MCEA,
a gene, a chromosome, and an individual represent a certain job, a job sequence, and a scheduling
scheme s, respectively. Second, the initial population with N0 individuals is generated. Two principals
are applied in generating the initial population: one is that all the chromosomes in individuals are
generated randomly; the other one is that the first chromosome in the individual is randomly generated
and the other chromosomes follows; first come first served. The pr of the N0 individuals are generated
by the first principal and the rest are generated by the second one. The initial population is selected
by the fitness function, where fitness 1 = NPE(s) and fitness 2 = TF(s). Then N0 individuals whose
Pareto solutions rank the top ps in N0 as a new population are reserved. Third, the children population
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is produced by crossovers and mutations: (1) Crossover: exchanging a random 1–4 chromosomes
between two individuals. The crossover rate is pc. (2) Mutation: modifying 1 random chromosome in
the individuals. The mutation rate is pm. Fourth, the next generation is selected from the combination
of the individual parent and children by evaluating the fitness function. Once the iteration achieves G,
the process ceases and outputs the non-dominant optimal solutions. If the termination criteria are not
met, step four and step five repeat once more. In addition, all of the random selections are created by
the roulette wheel approach.

The Deterministic Search Method with Boundaries (DSB) is an improved enumeration algorithm
which can validate the accuracy of the MCEA. DSB traverses all the paths based on a depth-first
search with an initial bound which is a set of non-dominant Pareto solutions output by MCEA. In the
searching process, new schemes with better Pareto solutions replace the inferior ones within the
boundaries and the else-scheduling schemes are pruned. When the traversal is completed, the Pareto
solutions within the latest updated boundaries are reported as the global optimum.

5. Case Studies and Discussion

Aluminium profiles are customised products. To meet the diversified aluminium profiles,
the matched dies need to be manufactured. The production of extrusion dies is carried out through
multi-specifications and small batch manufacturing. Extrusion dies are shown in Figure 4. Both
standard processes and customised processes exist among the different dies’ processing routes and the
extrusion die workshop is a typical mixed-flow shop. Three cases in the extrusion die workshop are
studied in this paper to verify the performance of the MCEA and demonstrate the MFSS, respectively.
Algorithms are developed on the Visual Studio 2013 software with the C++ programming language.
The computing platform is an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4210U CPU with a 1.70 GHz frequency; 8.00 GB of
RAM; Windows 10 (64 bit) operating system.
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5.1. Comparison of the MCEA with the DSB

To evaluate the performance of the MCEA, two cases including 4 jobs × 5 machines and 5 jobs × 5
machines are tested, respectively. The production data are generated based on the production tasks in
an extrusion die workshop; see Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. The basic data in case 1 (4 jobs × 5 machines).

Job Due Date Tardiness Fine
per Unit Time

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Pidle
1 = 3.2 Pidle

2 = 3.5 Pidle
3 = 2.8 Pidle

4 = 2.1 Pidle
5 = 3.7

J1 50 2 9 16 6 - 10
J2 39 3 11 8 - 3 9
J3 32 1 8 13 3 3 -
J4 46 5 12 - 6 3 9

Table 2. The basic data in case 2 (5 jobs × 5 machines).

Job Due Date Tardiness Fine
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Pidle
1 = 3.2 Pidle

2 = 3.5 Pidle
3 = 2.8 Pidle

4 = 2.1 Pidle
5 = 3.7

J1 41 2 8 6 8 - 5
J2 39 1 7 3 - 6 10
J3 46 5 11 8 - 3 9
J4 35 3 9 7 3 5 -
J5 52 4 12 5 6 3 9

The results of DSB and MECA in the two cases are shown in Figure 5. To assess the solution
quality of MCEA, the hypervolume indicator is applied [34,35]. The maximum value of the NPE and
TF in the results is taken as the reference point’s horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively [36].
The results of one test in 4 jobs × 5 machines is reflected in Figure 6 and the point R is the reference
point. The area enclosed in red straight lines represents the dominated subspaces of solutions in DSB.
The smaller area enclosed in blue dotted lines represents the dominated subspaces of the solutions
in MCEA.
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Figure 6. The calculation method schematic diagram of the hypervolume indicator.

The hypervolume indicator can be calculated as the dominated subspaces ratio of MCEA to DSB.
The average hypervolume indicators of MCEA in case 2 and 3 are 99.791% and 97.950%, respectively,
while the hypervolume indicator of the MCEA varies with the cases because of the randomness of
this algorithm. The larger the case, the more indeterminate the results of the algorithm. For MCEA,
the global optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed as the DSB. The feasibility of MCEA in a larger case
will be discussed in Section 5.3. Meanwhile, in actual practice, the computation time of the algorithms
is also considered. In MCEA, the average computation time of the tests under 5 jobs × 5 machines is
5.976 s. While in DSB, the average computation time of the tests under 5 jobs × 5 machines is 553.869 s.
Once the number of jobs or machines increased, the computing burden is heavier and the runtime
of DSB will be over one hour, which cannot meet the real-time scheduling demand. Thus, when the
scheduled task is larger than 5 jobs × 5 machines, the MCEA could be employed to find the optimal
scheduling schemes. Otherwise, both MCEA and DSB are capable.

5.2. Application of the MFSS

To demonstrate the MFSS, a case concerning 12 jobs and 5 machines in an extrusion die mixed-flow
shop is selected. MFSS consists of the mathematic models and MCEA. The due date and tardiness fine
data are randomly set. Each job contains a batch of the same parts and all the jobs are released at the
same time. The effectiveness of the MFSS is demonstrated based on the case, as follows. The basic data
of the case are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The basic data in case 3 (12 jobs × 5 machines).

Job Due Date Tardiness Fine
per Unit Time

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Pidle
1 = 5.2 Pidle

2 = 3.5 Pidle
3 = 2.8 Pidle

4 = 2.1 Pidle
5 = 3.7

J1 106 5 9 12 6 9 6
J2 113 7 6 10 3 6 -
J3 120 4 7 8 5 8 5
J4 147 5 9 9 7 11 6
J5 132 9 8 6 8 - 5
J6 122 6 7 9 - 10 4
J7 134 8 9 8 6 12 7
J8 102 9 8 10 - 7 -
J9 168 8 5 9 4 10 6
J10 153 7 9 7 3 8 4
J11 174 9 8 12 4 - 5
J12 158 5 6 10 - 9 3
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After fine turning, the parameters in MCEA are as follows: the initial population size N0 = 1000,
population size N = 1000, crossover rate pc = 0.8, mutation rate, pm = 0.15, and iteration = 1000.
A set of Pareto solutions is generated at the end of each run. One solution contains four parts: the
scheduling schemes, TF, NPE, and a Gantt chart. A solution among the Pareto sets is chosen to verify
the correctness of the model and algorithm. The details of the solution are shown in Table 4 and
Figure 7. The start and completion time of each job and the idle time of each machine are visible in the
Gantt chart.

Table 4. The job sequences, NPE and TF, of the example solution.

Machine Job Sequence

M1 J5-J4-J8-J7-J3-J2-J9-J12-J6-J1-J11-J10
M2 J4-J5-J8-J3-J9-J12-J2-J7-J1-J6-J11-J10
M3 J9-J4-J3-J2-J7-J1-J5-J11-J10
M4 J9-J8-J2-J4-J7-J6-J3-J12-J10-J1
M5 J5-J6-J11-J3-J9-J4-J12-J7-J1-J10

NPE = 92.3 TF = 715
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Based on the basic data of this case and the job sequences of the aforementioned solution,
the calculation of NPE and TF are demonstrated in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 5. The NPE on the machines in the given schedule.

Machine M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Total

Idle time 0 2 25 2 3 32
NPE 0 7 70 4.2 11.1 92.3

Table 6. The TF of the jobs in the given schedule.

Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 J11 J12 Total

TF 295 0 68 10 0 30 200 0 0 112 0 0 715

5.3. Results Comparison and Discussion

The non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) and its related improved algorithms
are widely applied in the multi-objective optimisation of workshop scheduling problems [37,38].
To assess the solutions’ quality of MCEA, the NSGA is compared in this study with the input of case
3. The results of the MCEA and NSGA after 10 independent runs are shown in Figure 8 and they
are mainly distributed in the two zones enclosed within the red dotted lines and yellow dotted lines,
respectively. The intersection zone contains the results of both algorithms, as enclosed with the blue
dotted lines. The computation times of the MCEA and NSGA are approximates, ranging from 150 s to
200 s. The length of the computation time is mainly influenced by the parameters including the scale
of the case, the iteration times, and the size of the population. As demonstrated in Figure 8, the results
of MCEA dominate those of NSGA.
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To verify the effectiveness of the MFSS, three traditional scheduling approaches are used in
this case [39]. FCFS indicates first come first served and the jobs are processed in the sequence of
appearance. SPT is the shortest process time first principle and it aims to shorten the processing time
of the jobs. EDD represents the earliest due date first rule, which considers the earliest due date as a
priority. In this study, all jobs are released at the same time and they are processed in the sequence of
being received. The description and comparison of each approach are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The comparison with three scheduling approaches.

Approach Description Result

MFSS Using the proposed mathematic models
and MCEA algorithm to schedule

NPE: 0, TF: 438; NPE: 2.1, TF: 392; NPE:
8.4, TF: 163; NPE: 15.8, TF: 133; NPE: 39.9,
TF: 130; NPE: 45.4, TF: 63; NPE: 57.4, TF:
55; NPE: 59.8, TF: 0

FCFS First come first served in the queue NPE: 314.7, TF: 0

SPT Shortest process time first NPE: 433, TF: 165

EDD Earliest due date first NPE: 324.1, TF: 0

According to the table, the MFSS performs best in saving energy and decreasing TF. FCFS is
relatively simple and accessible, while the randomness of the jobs’ release sequence has a negative
effect on the scheduling efficiency. Energy saving and time optimisation scheduling are difficult to
achieve. SPT minimises the cycle time, while the due date and tardiness fine of the jobs are different.
Scheduling without considering the variant urgency and importance of jobs is not efficient to reduce
the tardiness and the total TF. EDD takes the due date into account, which contributes to the on-time
delivery. While the energy consumption is not saved using this approach, based on the data in
the chart and table, the MFSS solutions dominate those of FCFS, SPT, and EDD. The MFSS is an
effective approach for obtaining optimal scheduling schemes that minimise the TF and NPE. TF can be
controlled at a low value and about 69.97% of NPE can be reduced using the MFSS solutions compared
to FCFS, SPT, and EDD.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

A mixed-flow shop scheduling problem derived from a customised manufacturing environment
is described in this paper. In the mixed-flow shop scenario, jobs with both standard and customised
processes are processed in a workshop. Three main difficulties of scheduling in this scenario are solved:
(1) more uncertainties are brought to the machines in selecting the next job to process because of the
difference of the jobs’ process routes with the purpose of minimising the NPE and TF; (2) compared
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with a typical flow shop, the job sequence on each machine can be different, which causes a higher
computational burden; (3) a conflict exist between the TF and NPE, thus the trade-off of the two
objectives should be considered. We propose a scheduling approach to provide feasible schemes for
decision-makers to minimise the NPE and TF in such scenarios. We developed a mathematic model to
describe the effect of scheduling schemes on NPE and TF. Then, we proposed the heuristic algorithm
MCEA to obtain the Pareto solutions by the trade-offs between NPE and TF. To validate its feasibility,
we use the deterministic algorithm, DSB. A case study with 12 processing jobs on 5 machines has been
conducted using the MFSS. The MCEA is compared with the NSGA and the dominant solutions of the
MCEA are demonstrated in this scenario. The results of the MFSS have been compared with those of
three traditional schedule approaches. By comparison, 69.97% of NPE can be reduced by using the
MFSS and there is a 10% possibility to reduced TF to zero. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed approach in reducing TF and NPE. This research has a range of limitations: for example, we
made some assumptions of the same release and constant processing time that limit the versatility of
our method. Additionally, the robustness and precision of the algorithm can be improved through
testing with additional cases.

For future works, the stochastic arrival and the real processing time of the jobs should be taken
into consideration so that the approach can react quickly to the dynamic and changing workshop.
Besides, in practical production, the jobs and machines can be even larger. For the extrusion die
workshop mentioned in the introduction, the daily yield required is as high as ninety. Thus, the
algorithm needs to be improved to guarantee both the computing speed and effectiveness in practical
large-scale scheduling cases. Finally, parallel machines and more factors including transportation and
setup should be incorporated into the mathematical model to make the model more applicable to
actual production.
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Abbreviations and Nomenclature

Abbreviations Description
MFSS the proposed Mixed-Flow Shop Scheduling approach
NPE Non-Processing Energy
PE Processing Energy
TF Tardiness Fine
MEPF Manufacturing Energy consumption of Production Facilities
MCEA multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm with Multi-Chromosome
NSGA-II Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II
DSB Deterministic Search method with Boundary
NSGA Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
FCFS First Come First Served in the queue
SPT Shortest Process Time first
EDD Earlies Due Date first
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Nomenclature Description
p indices for jobs
k indices for machines
n number of jobs in a schedule
m number of machines in a schedule
i indices for the jobs on one machine
j indices for the operations of a job{

Jp
}n

p=1 a finite set of n jobs
{Mk}m

k=1 a finite set of m machines
Jki

the i-th job processed on Mk
rk total amount of jobs processed on Mk{

Oj
p

}
process route of Jp

Sk a feasible job sequence on Mk
tk

p processing time of Jp on Mk
rp release time of Jp

dp due date of Jp

Cp completion time of Jp

Tp tardiness time of Jp

Fp tardiness fine of Jp

Pidle
k idle power of the machine Mk

tidle
k total idle time of the machine Mk

C
(

Jp, k
)

completion time of job Jp on the machine Mk
S
(

Jp, k
)

start time of job Jp on the machine Mk
s a feasible scheduling scheme

Appendix A

Number Model and Constrains Description

1 Multi = Minimise{TF(s), NPE(s)} Multi-objective function Multi is to minimise the NPE and
TF at the same time.

2 TF(s) = ∑n
p=1 Tp × Fp

Given a feasible scheduling scheme s, the total TF TF(s) is
the sum of each job’s TF.

3 NPE(s) = ∑m
k=1 Pidle

k × tidle
k

Given a feasible scheduling scheme s, the total NPE NPE(s)
is the sum of each machine’s NPE.

4 Tp = max
{

0, Cp − dp
} Tardiness time of Jp is measured by the time over the due

date.

5 Cp = C
(

Jp, max
{

Oj
p

}) Completion time of Jp is the moment that its last operation
finishes.

6 tidle
k = C

(
Jkri

, k
)
− S

(
Jk1

, k
)
−∑rk

i=1 tk
ki

Total idle time of the machine Mk equals the completion
moment of its last job minus the start moment of its first job
minus the total processing time of all the jobs processed on
it.

7 TF(s) = ∑n
p=1 max

{
0, C

(
Jp, max

{
Ok

p

})
− dp

}
× Fp

Given a feasible scheduling scheme s, the total TF TF(s)
equals the sum of each job’s tardiness time multiply by its
unit tardiness fine.

8
NPE(s) =

∑m
k=1

[
max

{
C
(

Jp, k
)}
−min

{
S
(

Jp, k
)}
−∑n

p=1 tk
pXpk

]
× Pidle

k

Given a feasible scheduling scheme s, the total NPE NPE(s)
equals the sum of each machine’s idle time multiply by its
idle power.

9 ∑
p=n,k=m
p=1,k=1 Xpk =

{
1, ∃Oj

p ∈
{

Oj
p

}
= k

0, else

Restrict the jobs to process according to the process routes. If
one procedure of Jp is on Mk, then Xpk = 1. No job need use
one machine twice.

10 C
(

Jki
, k
)
≥ C

(
Jki−1

, k
)
+ tk

ki
, i ∈ (2, rk); ki ∈ (2, rk)

Define that only one job can be processed on a machine at
the same time and all processes are non-preemptive.

11 C
(

Jp, Oj
p

)
≥ C

(
Jp, Oj−1

p

)
+ t

Oj
p

p , p ∈ (1, n); j ∈ (2, k); Oj
p ∈ (1, k)

Guarantee that the job cannot be ceased machining unless
the whole job has been finished

12 C
(

Jp, O1
p

)
≥ t

O1
p

p + rp, p ∈ (1, n) Allows all of the jobs to be processed at as soon as released
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